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Geography final exam review guide answers

Is the geography reviewWhich's culture, economy, religion reviewWhich' as an example of a working region? A. Asia B. Island C of the United States East Coast D of the mass transit system which follows is an example of the official region? It belongs to the Southern Baptist Church. Southwest of the United States c. The Kurdish d. Organization of petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC), which follows an example of a region that has been permeated? as of the Sahara Desert of the U.S. Midwest c. Utah d. France, which follows a cultural nature? as well as living in dry weather and desert b of living between two large bodies of c-water, living in large, extended-family groups of people living in japan, what is mostly a
kurdish tie together? A. Most Kurds live in the same official region, B-Kurds most live in the same political boundaries. C. The majority of Kurds voted along the same party, B-Kurdish majority in their own country. What kind of economy do the richest countries in the world rely on? a. subsistence b. command c. what impact the access to coastal areas usually
has on the country's economy?A. Trade is limited because there are fewer neighbors, B trade has been promoted due to easy access to water transportation. C. What is the definition of GDP mainly based on the products from the sea of dd of coastal areas, there is no significant impact on the economy. a. The total amount spent every year by country b the
total number of goods produced annually by the country. c The total number of goods exported every year by the country d The total number of goods imported annually by the country, what is the name of the physical barrier that leads to the cultural difference between India and China? Belonging to the Himalayas of the Urals c. Sahara Desert d. What is the
name of the physical barrier that leads to cultural differences between Asia and Europe? A. What is the Himalayas of the Urals c. Sahara d. Arabian Peninsula region what works? Is a region consisting of different linked locations and serves as a b unit of a specific area or region, with features that make it different from the surrounding areas of the region that
reflect human feelings and attitudes, what is the acceptable region? A of regions consisting of different linked locations and acting as b units of a specific area or region, with features that make it different from the surrounding areas of the region that reflect human feelings and attitudes which follow economic descriptions? As of the most basic economic
system, people produce goods for their own use, b of production, and prices are controlled by what people choose to buy or sell c of production, and the price is controlled by the government, which follows the market description. As of the most basic economic system, people produce goods for their own use, b of production, and prices are based on what
people choose to buy or sell c of production, and the price is controlled by the government, what definition of GDP? a. The total amount spent every year by country b the total number of goods produced annually by the country. c The total number of goods exported every year by the country d The total number of goods imported every year by the country 2
days ago - 2 days remaining will be answered of 3 questions | Total effort: 9195 9th grade vocabulary, 9th grade biology, 8th class biology, volcanic terminology begins to tear the crust, the process at which the earth's surface is worn out by the action of water, glaciers, wind, waves. Dramatic changes in climate, a group of natural processes, including decay,
decay and transport, where the material wears away from the earth's surface. Various mechanical and chemical processes that cause the stone to touch the decomposition. Define the term sustainability so that land and water can be conserved without waste and destorying the country's connection due to its low resource capacity to maintain certain processes
or states. It is now most commonly used to connect to biological and human systems. In an ecological context, sustainability can be defined as the ability of ecosystems to maintain ecological processes, functions, biodiversity and future productivity. What are companies or industries that can maintain the proper balance of industrial resources, what are the
differences between developed and developing countries? The development is when there is not enough land, water, developed houses, namely, when there is a land house, water, too much developed industry is the strength of the country, cheddar cheese, achieved a high level of industry, the fertile sector and the quaternary of the industry dominates 12
questions | The country names the four ecological era, respectively. Paleozoic, precambrain, cenozoic, mesozonic, cenozoic, mesozic, cenozoic, mesonic, paleozoic, precambrain, meososonic, meozozic, precambrain, the highest mountain in the world. It's 29,035 feet tall, one of the longest mountain ranges in the world? Choose an active volcanic mountain
This lake is the tallest navigation lake in the world. It's in the Andes Mountains in South America, what is the longest river in France? This sea is the largest lake and the largest in the world, this map shows how the weather of a particular area has been, or could it be true or false? The weather map can also show the average temperature in any particular area
of the map. Explain the road map? This map shows the history of the area. This map shows the type of road in area A __ land.
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